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ABSTRACT 
It is shown that light backscattering by hexagonal ice crystals of cirrus clouds is formed by both diffraction and 
interference phenomena. Diffraction determines the angular width of the backscattering peak and interference produces 
the interference rings inside the peak. By use of a simplest model for distortion of the pristine hexagonal shape, we show 
that the shape distortion leads to both oscillations of the scattering (Mueller) matrix within the backscattering peak and to 
a strong increase of the depolarization, color, and lidar ratios needed for interpretation of lidar signals. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Besides of great variance of sizes, shapes, and kind of spatial orientations of the ice crystals constituting cirrus clouds, a 
new item becomes recently a challenge for the scientific community dealing with optics of cirrus. Namely, it is suggested 
that ice crystal surfaces are not pristine [1-4] where imperfectness of the ice crystals is assumed to be double-natured. 
First, the dihedral angles inherent to the regular or pristine crystals can be scarcely distorted. This case is called the shape 
distortion. Second, every smooth face can be imagined as a sheet of rough surface whose spatial irregularities are less 
than the face size. This case is called the roughened crystals. A simplest numerical method taking into account the both 
kinds of imperfectness was proposed by Macke within his geometric-optics or ray-tracing code [5]. Here every ray 
reflected or refracted by a smooth face is artificially deviated from its geometric-optics propagation direction that is just 
associated with the crystal imperfectness. A drawback of this procedure is that it is not plausible from the physical point 
of view. To overcome this inconsistency, Liu et al. [6] recently applied the PSTD (pseudo-spectral time domain) method 
to a roughened hexagonal column where every roughened face was simulated numerically. However, this algorithm 
demands considerable computer resources and therefore it is restricted by crystals of moderate sizes. Later these authors 
compared the ice crystal optical properties obtained for the both models of the irregular crystals, i.e. the roughened and 
shape-distorted crystals, and concluded that the both models gave similar results [7]. 

Among all scattering directions, the backward direction is of special importance since it is only backscattering that is 
detected by lidars. In spite of a long history of studying cirrus clouds by means of lidars, the problem of backscattering 
by ice cloud crystals has not been clarified neither theoretically nor experimentally until now [8-23]. In particular, in the 
literature there is a discussion whether there is a sharp angular peak around the backward scattering direction in cirrus 
clouds. To answer the question, two methods, PSTD and invariant embedding T-matrix method, were recently applied by 
Zhou and Yang to a case of a randomly oriented hexagonal column of the size parameter of 30a ≈  [24]. They concluded 
that, for this crystal, the backscattering peak appeared always independently of the crystal was regular, roughened or 
shape-distorted. As for the regular hexagonal crystals, we showed within the geometric-optics approximation a long time 
ago [25,26] that the backscattering peak for the regular hexagonal columns and plates always appeared owing to the 
corner-reflector effect. Here the dihedral angle of 90° operates as a 2D corner-reflector. Later, within the framework of 
the physical-optics approximation, we showed [27] that the plane-parallel beams leaving a crystal in the backward 
direction are scattered owing to the Fraunhofer diffraction that just results in this backscattering peak. It is important to 
mention that the diffracted beams interfere with each other creating a quickly oscillating fine angular 
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structure inside the backscattering peak. In our recent paper [28], we calculated the scattering (Mueller) matrix 
corresponding to this fine angular structure for randomly oriented crystals of the regular shape. 

Meanwhile, the angular width of the backscattering peak formed by cirrus clouds is too wide to be of interest for 
common monostatic lidars. The scattering matrix in the center of the peak, i.e. at exactly backward direction, is needed 
for interpretation of lidar signals. Here such three characteristics of lidar signals as depolarization, lidar and color ratios 
are of practical use. These characteristics were calculated by the authors [29] for the regular crystals of arbitrary 
orientation beginning from the horizontal up to random orientation. Owing to these calculations [28,29], we were able to 
ascertain that the ratios calculated for the regular crystals did not match well with the available experimental data. For 
example, the depolarization ratio calculated for the randomly oriented hexagonal columns was equal to about 0.2 while 
the typical experimental data were of about 0.5. 

In this paper, we show that the interference phenomena taking place inside the backscattering peak prove to be very 
sensitive to crystal geometry. In particular, if the faces responsible for the corner-reflector effect, i.e. oriented at 90° to 
each other, are tilted a bit violating the angle 90°, this small tilt changes negligibly the total angular width of the 
backscattering peak but the interference pattern at the exact backward direction becomes significantly changed. As a 
result, the inconsistency between the experimental backscatter ratios and the quantities calculated for the hexagonal 
columns disappears if the crystals are irregularly shaped. 

2. HEXAGONAL ICE COLUMNS OF REGULAR AND IRREGULAR SHAPES 
The purpose of this paper is to clarify the main physical regularities appearing in optical properties of cirrus clouds 
because of small deviations of crystal surfaces from their regular or pristine shapes. We choose the hexagonal column as 
the basic shape since it is the typical shape of the crystals in cirrus clouds. Besides, it is the hexagonal column that is 
used in majority of the papers dealing with any test calculations of the optical properties. In this paper, we consider the 
hexagonal column of the typical diameter of 30μmD = . Heights of the columns h in cirrus clouds are not statistically 
independent of the diameters. The height is taken from the model of [30] as 73.64μmh = . The refractive index is taken 
as 1.3116 and 1.3004 for 0.532μmλ =  and 1.064μmλ = , respectively. The main axis is assumed to pass through 
centers of the hexagonal faces. 

 
Figure 1. Geometry of the irregular hexagonal column. 

The shape distortion of the column is defined by a simultaneous tilt of the both hexagonal faces relative to the main 
column axis. The tilt is chosen along the dashed line depicted in Fig. 1(a). Such distortion destroys all dihedral angles of 
90° inside the crystal and excludes any plane of symmetry of the particle. The angle of the tilt ξ  characterizes the 
surface distortion and it is called the distortion angle. 

Orientation of a column is determined by three Euler angles α , β , and γ  shown in Fig. 1(b) where α  defines rotation 
of the crystal about the incident direction; β  is the crystal tilt, i.e. the angle between the incident direction and the main 
axis; and γ  describes crystal rotation about the main axis. 
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3. SCATTERING MATRICES AND BACKSCATTER RATIOS 
In general, light scattering by an arbitrary particle is completely determined by the 4 4×  scattering or Mueller matrix 
[31]. If a particle of arbitrary shape is randomly oriented, there are pairs of the so-called reciprocal particle orientations 
that reduce the number of independent elements of the Mueller matrix from 16 to 10 as follows 
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The zenith scattering angle θ is counted, for convenience, from the backward scattering direction 0θ = . In Eq. (1), the 
first element of the matrix 11( ) ( )M θ σ θ=  has a simple physical meaning of the differential scattering cross section in 
the case of unpolarized incident light. Other dimensionless elements of the matrix ( )ijm θ  are responsible for light 
polarization. If the particle has a plane of symmetry like the regular hexagonal column, four elements 13m , 14m , 23m , 
and 24m  become zero. 

Lidars detect only light scattered in the backward direction. For the backward direction 0θ = , the matrix is simplified as 
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In lidar studies, three dimensionless ratios are often used instead of the Mueller matrix. They are 
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The quantity lδ  is the linear depolarization ratio. It is obtained when the incident light is linearly polarized and the 
backscattering cross section is detected with the polarizer which is either perpendicular (0)σ⊥  or parallel ||(0)σ  to the 
incident light. The quantity L is called either the extinction-to-backscatter or lidar ratio. Here eσ  is the extinction cross 
section for the randomly oriented crystals that is calculated separately. The quantity χ  is the color ratio which is 
detected by a two-wavelength lidar. 

4.  BACKSCATTERING PEAK FOR THE RANDOMLY ORIENTED IRREGULAR COLUMNS 

Fig. 2 shows the differential scattering cross section ( )σ θ  for the randomly oriented regular and irregular columns 
calculated in both the geometric-optics and physical-optics approximations. Let us begin with the geometric-optics 
values. We see that the regular column creates the singularity like 1/θ  because of the corner-reflection effect as it was 
described in details earlier [4]. As for the irregular columns, it is obvious that at the fixed column orientation ( 32β ≈ ° , 

0γ = ° ) any shape distortion violating the dihedral angle of 90° shifts the scattering directions of all 8 beams from the 
backward direction 0θ =  to its vicinity 0θ ≠ . Moreover, we proved that it was impossible to return the beams to the 
backward direction by a change of particle orientations. Therefore we watch in Fig. 2 that the shape distortion has 
replaced the singular peak of the backward direction by some regular functions ( )σ θ  which have a gap at the backward 
direction, the angular radius of this gap being about the distortion angle ξ. 

In the physical-optics approximation, the geometric-optics gap and peaks have been smoothed as it is presented by the 
solid curves. We obtain that these curves distinctly reveal the backscattering or diffraction peak which outspreads 
roughly until the diffraction angle dθ . Beyong the diffraction peak dθ θ> , the geometric-optics and physical-optics 
functions ( )σ θ  practically approach each other. Thus, the backscattering peak of the angular radius of about dθ  exists 
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for the shape-distorted crystals as well. However, the amplitude of this backscattering peak strongly decreases with the 
distortion angle ξ as seen in Fig. 2. As a result, we conclude that the backscattering peak practically disappears if the 
distortion angle exceeds the diffraction angle: difξ θ> . 

 
Figure 2. The differential scattering cross sections for the randomly oriented regular and irregular columns calculated in the 

geometric-optics (dashed) and physical-optics (solid) approximations. 

5.  BACKSCATTER RATIOS FOR THE RANDOMLY ORIENTED IRREGULAR COLUMNS 

The backscattering cross section (0)σ  for two wavelengths of 0.532 µm and 1.064 µm is shown in Fig. 3(a). We see 
that there are the distortion angles where the backscattering peak is dissipated at the shorter wavelength and it is not 
dissipated at the longer wavelength. Consequently, the color ratio increases as it is presented in Fig. 3(b). The linear 
depolarization ratio presented in Fig. 3(c) also increases with the distortion angle. This increase is explained by the 
enlargement of the ratio (0) / (0)skw strσ σ  caused by the replacement of the dark interference spot by the bright one. The 
increasing lidar ratio in Fig. 3(d) results directly from Fig. 3(a). 

It is also interesting to note that, for the chosen diameter 30μmD =  of the column, the common experimental data of 
0.5lδ ≈ , 40L ≈ , and 0.8χ ≈  are satisfied if we assume that the distortion angle of this column is about 1ξ ≈ ° . 

Therefore, the data obtained are promising for their applications in practice. 
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Figure 3. Backscattering cross sections (a) and the backscatter ratios (c-d) for the randomly oriented column versus its 

distortion angle calculated in the physical-optics approximation for two wavelengths of 0.532 µm (dashed) and 
1.064 µm (solid). 

6. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, we have studied the impact of shape distortions of a hexagonal ice column on its backscattering properties 
at random particle orientation. It is obtained that the backscattering peak around the backward direction previously 
known for the regular crystal shapes exists for the shape-distorted crystals as well. It spreads from the backward 
direction until the so-called diffraction angle 3 /d Dθ λ≈ . However this peak is dissipated for large shape distortions 
under the condition difξ θ>  where ξ is the distortion angle. 

Within the backscattering peak, all elements of the Mueller matrix including the differential scattering cross section, as 
functions of the zenith scattering angle, undergo oscillations with the angular scale of about the interference angle 

/ 3int difθ θ≈ . It is proved that these oscillations are caused by interference of four skew beams. Since this interference is 
sensitive to distortions of the crystal shape, these oscillations are essentially changed with increase of the distortion 
angle. 

The backscatter ratios needed for interpretation of lidar signals are firstly calculated as functions of the distortion angles 
[32-36]. These results can explain the inconsistencies between the theoretical and experimental data. 
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